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Abstract: In the recent years, Intrusion Detection materializes the high network security.
Thus tries to be the most perfect system to deal with the network security and the intrusions
attacks. The Intrusion detection system classified into three types which is Host-base,
network –base and hybrid-base. These system prevent the attack from the intruders. There
is mainly two techniques which are Misuse and Anomaly Detection technique. The Anomaly
technique further divided into sub type which is statistical base, knowledge-base and
machine learning base technique, in which also many techniques for intrusion detection. In
this paper we only showing the different techniques for intrusion detection.
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INTRODUCTION
At present, The assurance of integrity and safety should be applied to computer systems and
data. The Internet has made the information flow to the large extent. Also at the same time it
has to face many threats and attacks. Thus the security alert is required to control the attacks
and threats. The paper describes the different techniques for ID. An intrusion detection system
is used to detect all types of malicious.[1]
A) What is Intrusion Detection?
Intrusions are the activities that violate the security policy of system. Intrusion detection is
process used to identify the intrusion. Intrusions are usually caused by intruders/attackers, who
want unauthorized and additional privileges to particular system or network for their own
purposes [3]
B) What is an Intrusion Detection System?
Intrusion detection system is used for detecting the intrusion. Intrusion detection system serve
three essential security function: they are monitor, detect and respond to unauthorized activity
company insider and outsider intrusion.[2][3] Intrusion detection system use policies to define
certain events that, if detected will issue an alert .certain intrusion detection system have
capability of sending out alert, so that administration IDS receive a notification of security
incident[1].
Types of Intrusion Detection System1) Host –Base IDS , 2)Network-Base IDS 3)Hybrid-Base ID
IDS Types

Host-Based
IDS

NetworkBased IDS

HybridBased IDS

Figure.1. Intrusion Detection System – Types
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Host-base system(HIDS) were the first time type of IDS to be developed and implemented.
These system collect and analyze data that originate on computer that host a services, such as
web server. It can either be analyze locally or sent to separate/central analysis machine.
In addition to detecting unauthorized insider activity host-base system are also effective at
detecting unauthorized file modification, Network-base system(NIDS),as opposed to monitoring
the activity that take place on particular network, network-base intrusion detection analyze
data packet that travel over the actual network. Hybrid-base system is the combination of the
host-base system and network-base system. Early research works on intrusion detection
systems suggested that the intrusion detection capabilities can be improved through a hybrid
approach consisting of both signature (misuse) detection as well as anomaly detection. In such
a hybrid system, the signature detection technique detects known attacks and the anomaly
detection technique detects novel or unknown attacks.[1]
1.1 Aim
An Intrusion Detection System is an important security feature to detect the threats to a
vulnerable network. Also the different techniques involved to detect the intrusion are
compared with the help of parameters like accuracy, time taken to identify the attacked, and
from which we have to choose best one technique.
1.2 Objective
Intruders hack the data or use the, the access of the is unauthorized. To prevent the hacking of
the for which intrusion detection system are present in which many technique is present,
compaire those technique choose those technique which is best from the all Identity theft
1.3 Scope
IDS using data mining helps in protecting a network from malicious attacks from outsiders as
well as insiders. It will help in Intrusion Detection in various platforms like college network,
corporate network etc.
2. Related Work:
At present, The assurance of integrity and safety should be applied to computer systems and
data. The Internet has made the information flow to the large extent. Also at the same time it
has to face many threats and attacks. Thus the security alert is required to control the attacks
and threats. The paper describes the different techniques for ID. An intrusion detection system
is used to detect all types of malicious.[1]
Host-base system (HIDS) were the first time type of IDS to be developed and implemented.
These system collect and analyze data that originate on a computer that host a services, such as
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web server. it can either be analyze locally or sent to separate/central analysis machine. In
addition to detecting unauthorized insider activity, host-base system are also effective at
detecting unauthorized file modification, Network-base system(NIDS),as opposed to monitoring
the activity that take place on particular network, network-base intrusion detection analyze
data packet that travel over the actual network. Hybrid-base system is the combination of the
host-base system and network-base system.[3][5]
Network-base intrusion detection system is generally implemented using two approaches
which is Rule-base detection or Misuse detection and second one is Anomaly-base detection.
Rule-base detection or Misuse detection: it is based on the rate of the identifying known
intrusion but it fails to detect new type of intrusion as their signature are not know. Anomalybase: it is boundlessness of the method. It has ability to examine new or unknown
intrusion.[2][3]
 Anomaly detection Technique:
It is boundlessness of the method. It has ability to examine new or unknown intrusion[2].
Profiles may be established for normal behaviour of users, which comes from the statistics of
data of users. When detection is performed profile is compared with the actual users data.[3]
The Anomaly detection technique are also classified into the three sub type such as statistical
based, knowledge-based, and machine learning-based.

Network-Base ID
Technique

Misuse or
Rule-Base
Detection

Anomaly
Detection

Fig(Network-Base ID technique )
I)Statistical base technique
In Statistical base technique, action and reaction of system from ergodic view point. It is based
on mainly the content and time. This outline is based on metrics of basic features such as
duration, protocol, source & destination ip address, source& destination port, services etc,
content and time based features. It has sub types which is given as-
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a)Mean and Standard Deviation:In this technique, by comparing even measured to profile mean and standard deviation,
confidence ,internal for abnormality can be establish.[4][6]
b)Multivariate model:Calculating the correlation between multiple event measures, relative to the profile
expectations.[4][6]
c)Markov process model:This model regards event types to be state variables in a state transition matrix, where an event
is considered anomalous if its probability, given the previous state and associated value in the
state transition matrix, is too low.[4][6]
d)Operational Model (or) Threshold Metric:The actions that occur over a period of time regulate the alarm. This can be visualized in Win2k
lock; a user after n unsuccessful login attempt regulate the alarm. here lower limit is 0 and
upper limit is n.[5]
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Fig: Anomaly Detection Techniques
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II) Knowledge Based Technique
Knowledge based detection Technique can be used for both signature based IDS as well as
anomaly based IDS. It accumulates the knowledge about specific attacks and system
vulnerabilities. It uses this knowledge to exploit the attacks and vulnerabilities to generate the
alarm. Their completeness requires that their knowledge of attacks be updated regularly.
Knowledge based detection Technique can further be classified as:
a) State Transition Analysis:The monitor system is presented as state transition diagram. As data analyzed, system make
transition form one state to another. Transition take map on some Boolean condition being
true.[4]
b) Signature Analysis:This type of detection engine detect intrusion that flow well-known pattern of attack(or
signature) that exploid known software. Limitation is that may not care about detecting
unknown future intrusion.[7]
c) FSM:Finite state machine (FSM) methodology –a sequence of states and transitions among them–
seems appropriate for modeling network protocols.[10]
D) Expert systems:The Expert Systems working principle is based on a previously defined set of rules describing an
attack. All security related events incorporated in an audit trail are translated in terms of if-then
else rules.[11]
e) Colored Petri Nets
This Petri Nets method is used to generalize attacks from expert knowledge bases and to
represent attacks graphically. This technique is very easy and useful for system administrators
to add new signatures to the system. Audit trail data may be time-consuming. This technique is
not used in commercial systems.[11]
III) Machine learning-based
Machine learning based NIDS is one of the classification of anomaly based NIDS. Machine
learning techniques are based on establishing an explicit or implicit model that enables the
patterns analyzed to be categorized. A singular characteristic of these schemes is the need for
labeled data to train the behavioral model, a procedure that places severe demands on
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resources. In many cases, the applicability of machine learning principles coincides with that for
the statistical techniques, although the former is focused on building a model that improves its
performance on the basis of previous results. Hence, a machine learning A-NIDS has the ability
to change its execution strategy as it acquires new information. Although this feature could
make it desirable to use such schemes for all situations, the major drawback is their resource
expensive nature. Machine Learning Based detection Technique can further be classified as:
a) Bayesian Network:In Bayesian Network, graphical models have been introduced. These graphical models are
defined by a set of transition rules, represented as probabilistic interdependencies. In this
model, a conditional probability table and the state of random variables are described in each
node. A conditional probability table determines the probabilities of the node in a state, given a
state of its parent. This approach can handle incomplete data.[3]
b)Data Mining:Data mining techniques have been applied to network and host audit data for building misuse
detection models. In this case, intrusion detection is considered as a data analysis process, in
which data mining techniques are used to automatically discover and model features of user’s
normal or intrusive behaviors [1].
c)Fuzzy Logic:It is method to computing based on degree of tsak rather than usual true or false in Boolean.
with Fuzzy space fuzzy logic an object to belong to different courses at the same time. Ever
fuzzy rate has following general form, If condition THEN conclusion [weight],
Where,
Condition is fuzzy defined using fuzzy logic operator like fuzzy AND and OR. Conclusion is atomic
expression weight is real number in[0,1].[1][3][7].
d) Neural net:The idea here is to train neural network to predict a user is next action or command, given the
window of n previous action. [1],[3],[6]
e)Genetic Algorithm:The GASSATA system (Genetic Algorithm as an Alternative tool for security audit Trail
Analysis)[GASSATA] uses a genetic algorithm to search for the combination of known attacks
that best event matches with observer event stream. Functioning of genetic algorithm is that
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mimic natural reproduction system in nature where after certain changes, only the fittest
individuals in a generation will be reproduced in subsequent generations. [1][3][8]
3. Advantages and Disadvantages of Anomaly Detection and Misuse Detection
The main disadvantage of misuse detection approaches is that they will detect only the attacks
for which they are trained to detect. Novel attacks or unknown attacks or even variants of
common attacks often go undetected. The main advantage of anomaly detection approaches is
the ability to detect novel attacks or unknown attacks against software systems, variants of
known attacks, and deviations of normal usage of programs regardless of whether the source is
a privileged internal user or an unauthorized external user. The disadvantage of the anomaly
detection approach is that well-known attacks may not be detected, particularly if they fit the
established profile of the user. Once detected, it is often difficult to characterize the nature of
the attack for forensic purposes. Finally a high false positive rate may result for a narrowly
trained detection algorithm, or conversely, a high false negative rate may result for a broadly
trained anomaly detection approach. [9]
Some other advantages are given bellow:
Low Rate of False Alarms: The main advantage of misuse detection systems is their ability to
detect known attacks and the relatively low false alarm rate when rules are correctly defined. It
is important to note that, as said above, the signatures which are used in rules must be as
specific as possible to prevent false alarms.[11]
Unknown Attacks Detection: The main advantage of anomaly detection systems is that,
contrary to misuse detection systems, they can detect unknown or novel attacks. They do not
rely on any a priori knowledge concerning the intrusions. It is also important to note that
anomaly detection systems have not for main purpose to replace misuse detection systems.
The very good efficiency of misuse systems in detecting known attacks makes them a perfect
complement to anomaly detection systems.[11]
Conclusion:
In this paper we discussed which type of intrusion detection system are present different
technique for intrusion detection. With the help of any of the above discussed techniques\
algorithms may be designed so that network becomes safe and secure. This intrusion detection
has been done
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